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samsung m8800 pixon phone announced sep 2008 features 3 2 display msm6281 chipset 8 mp primary
camera 1000 mah battery 200 mb storage besides the headline grabbing pixel count the samsung pixon
m8800 has stacked up an impressive amount of camera features and shooting gadgetry techradar verdict
samsung adds a touchscreen key features 3 2 256k color tft lcd touchscreen display of wqvga
resolution 8 megapixel autofocus camera with led flash and lens protection camera geo tagging auto
panorama shot face smile 8 megapixels at 3264x2448 pixels picture 720 x 480 at 30fps connectivity
hsdpa 7 2 mbps bluetooth 2 0 and usb 2 0 data inputs full touch screen the samsung m8800 marketed as
samsung pixon and previously referred to as samsung bresson is a high spec smartphone from samsung
released in september 2008 one of the first 8 megapixel user reviews m8800 pixon 2 unboxing 360 degree
spin design construction samsung touch ui shootout modest retail package the retail package of samsung
m8800 pixon doesn t really samsung s pixon m8800 is another 8 megapixel cameraphone that leaves
sandra very impressed by sandra vogel november 21st 2008 3 00am scroll to section verdict we are
back in 8 megapixel officially named the pixon or the m8800 the new snapper come phone from the samsung
is 13 8mm thick sports a 3 2 inch touchscreen in a casing that looks more like a camera than a samsung
claims the pixon is the world s slimmest full touch eight megapixel cameraphone courtesy of its 13 8mm
profile a sliver thinner than the lg renoir but despite its skinny look the pixon hasn t passed up on any of
the shooting abilities of its chunkier i8510 smartphone stablemate t3 com the gadget website hands on
review of the world s slimmest 8 megapixel camera phone the samsung m8800 also known as the pixon the
samsung pixon 12 techradar verdict a decent first 12mp phone on the market but a benchmark the rivals
are likely to beat today s best deals check amazon pros great oled screen 8 mp single camera storage 0
2gb microsd battery 1000 mah description samsung pixon is direct rival of the lg renoir as it has similar
design and features it is a slim candybar with 3 2 touchscreen 8 megapixel camera and support for divx
and xvid it is a quad band global phone but its 3g is not suitable for the u s user reviews m8800 pixon 6
camera video recording gps samsung touch ui shootout 8 megapixels worth of camera we re now at a
samsung m8800 pixon landmark the 8mp autofocus camera samsung m8800 pixon announced september
2008 weight 121 grams prev we are a not for profit entity created to safeguard the rich history and
design diversity of mobile devices which have been launched over the last four decades user manual a brief
overview of the samsung m8800 pixon phone specifications this device is using qualcomm msm6281
processor with 200mb capacity the screen dimension is 3 2 inches 29 1 cm2 49 5 screen to body ratio it
also comes with a 8 mp af camera and has a removable li ion 1000 mah battery battery capacity about
140 eur 3 2 240 x 400 main camera 8 megapixel battery 1000 mah specs pictures alternatives compare
a detailed list of technical data specifications ratings and expert review of samsung gt m8800 pixon get
a comprehensive look at your chosen phone and see if this is the one that will best suit your needs
samsung pixon gt m8800 solutions tips feature phone feature phone samsung pixon samsung pixon footer
navigation product service open smartphones samsung pixon m8800 8mp touchscreen phone by nanko r
updated nov 04 2008 6 43 am 8 comments samsung a few days ago rumors about samsung s second 8
megapixel phone the m8800 bresson appeared now it seems that it is already announced under the pixon
m8800 model and even a few russian sites have reviewed it user reviews m8800 pixon 5 gallery audio and
video players fm radio audio quality samsung touch ui shootout photo browser joins the gallery the
samsung m8800 has two different one of the striking handset which is a complete eye candy and a show
stealer is the samsung m8800 pixon this trendy and sleek looking mobile phone is winning acclaims for its
hi end the samsung m8800 pixon delivers some of the best images seen from a 8 megapixel camera phone to
date
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samsung m8800 pixon full phone specifications gsmarena com

Mar 26 2024

samsung m8800 pixon phone announced sep 2008 features 3 2 display msm6281 chipset 8 mp primary
camera 1000 mah battery 200 mb storage

samsung pixon m8800 review techradar

Feb 25 2024

besides the headline grabbing pixel count the samsung pixon m8800 has stacked up an impressive amount of
camera features and shooting gadgetry techradar verdict samsung adds a touchscreen

samsung m8800 pixon review touch n shoot gsmarena com

Jan 24 2024

key features 3 2 256k color tft lcd touchscreen display of wqvga resolution 8 megapixel autofocus
camera with led flash and lens protection camera geo tagging auto panorama shot face smile

samsung m8800 pixon wikipedia

Dec 23 2023

8 megapixels at 3264x2448 pixels picture 720 x 480 at 30fps connectivity hsdpa 7 2 mbps bluetooth
2 0 and usb 2 0 data inputs full touch screen the samsung m8800 marketed as samsung pixon and
previously referred to as samsung bresson is a high spec smartphone from samsung released in september
2008 one of the first 8 megapixel

samsung m8800 pixon review touch n shoot gsmarena com

Nov 22 2023

user reviews m8800 pixon 2 unboxing 360 degree spin design construction samsung touch ui shootout
modest retail package the retail package of samsung m8800 pixon doesn t really

samsung pixon m8800 review trusted reviews

Oct 21 2023

samsung s pixon m8800 is another 8 megapixel cameraphone that leaves sandra very impressed by sandra
vogel november 21st 2008 3 00am scroll to section verdict we are back in 8 megapixel

samsung pixon mobile phone pocket lint

Sep 20 2023

officially named the pixon or the m8800 the new snapper come phone from the samsung is 13 8mm thick
sports a 3 2 inch touchscreen in a casing that looks more like a camera than a

samsung pixon m8800 8mp cameraphone the register

Aug 19 2023

samsung claims the pixon is the world s slimmest full touch eight megapixel cameraphone courtesy of its
13 8mm profile a sliver thinner than the lg renoir but despite its skinny look the pixon hasn t passed up on
any of the shooting abilities of its chunkier i8510 smartphone stablemate

samsung m8800 pixon 8 megapixel camera phone youtube

Jul 18 2023
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t3 com the gadget website hands on review of the world s slimmest 8 megapixel camera phone the samsung
m8800 also known as the pixon

samsung pixon 12 review techradar

Jun 17 2023

the samsung pixon 12 techradar verdict a decent first 12mp phone on the market but a benchmark the
rivals are likely to beat today s best deals check amazon pros great oled screen

samsung pixon specs phonearena

May 16 2023

8 mp single camera storage 0 2gb microsd battery 1000 mah description samsung pixon is direct rival of
the lg renoir as it has similar design and features it is a slim candybar with 3 2 touchscreen 8 megapixel
camera and support for divx and xvid it is a quad band global phone but its 3g is not suitable for the u s

samsung m8800 pixon review touch n shoot gsmarena com

Apr 15 2023

user reviews m8800 pixon 6 camera video recording gps samsung touch ui shootout 8 megapixels worth
of camera we re now at a samsung m8800 pixon landmark the 8mp autofocus camera

samsung m8800 pixon mobile phone museum

Mar 14 2023

samsung m8800 pixon announced september 2008 weight 121 grams prev we are a not for profit entity
created to safeguard the rich history and design diversity of mobile devices which have been launched over
the last four decades

samsung m8800 pixon specifications devicebeast com

Feb 13 2023

user manual a brief overview of the samsung m8800 pixon phone specifications this device is using
qualcomm msm6281 processor with 200mb capacity the screen dimension is 3 2 inches 29 1 cm2 49 5
screen to body ratio it also comes with a 8 mp af camera and has a removable li ion 1000 mah battery
battery capacity about 140 eur

samsung gt m8800 pixon full specs details and review

Jan 12 2023

3 2 240 x 400 main camera 8 megapixel battery 1000 mah specs pictures alternatives compare a
detailed list of technical data specifications ratings and expert review of samsung gt m8800 pixon get a
comprehensive look at your chosen phone and see if this is the one that will best suit your needs

samsung pixon samsung support singapore

Dec 11 2022

samsung pixon gt m8800 solutions tips feature phone feature phone samsung pixon samsung pixon footer
navigation product service open smartphones

samsung pixon m8800 8mp touchscreen phone phonearena

Nov 10 2022

samsung pixon m8800 8mp touchscreen phone by nanko r updated nov 04 2008 6 43 am 8 comments
samsung a few days ago rumors about samsung s second 8 megapixel phone the m8800 bresson appeared
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now it seems that it is already announced under the pixon m8800 model and even a few russian sites have
reviewed it

samsung m8800 pixon review touch n shoot gsmarena com

Oct 09 2022

user reviews m8800 pixon 5 gallery audio and video players fm radio audio quality samsung touch ui
shootout photo browser joins the gallery the samsung m8800 has two different

samsung m8800 pixon another 8mega pixel samsung phone after

Sep 08 2022

one of the striking handset which is a complete eye candy and a show stealer is the samsung m8800 pixon
this trendy and sleek looking mobile phone is winning acclaims for its hi end

samsung m8800 pixon hardwarezone com sg

Aug 07 2022

the samsung m8800 pixon delivers some of the best images seen from a 8 megapixel camera phone to date
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